
Pot (White) Pot (Ivory)

Assembly Instructions

Caution

Tools

Explanation of Symbols

Assembly Tip

1 : Carefully cut out the parts.
2 : Fold along the dotted lines, making mountain or valley 
     folds as indicated.
3 : Follow the order indicated in the instructional diagrams, 
     and attach the parts to assemble.
4 : Assemble all the pieces together, and you're done!

Keep glue away from small children. 

Be careful not to cut your fingers when using scissors.

Be careful not to cut yourself on the edges of the paper.

Keep the completed model away from sources of heat.

Scissors
Glue (We recommend craft glue.)
Ruler
A used ball-point pen

Trace along the folds with a ruler and a used pen (no ink)  
to get a sharper, easier fold.

Solid line : Scissors line

Red solid line : Cut in line

Mountain fold (dotted line) : 
Make a mountain fold

Valley fold 
(dashed and dotted line) : 
Make a valley fold

Glue

The glue spot (colored dot) 
shows where to apply the glue.

Glue spot (Green dot)
Glue within the same part.

Glue spot (Blue dot)
Glue to the rear of the other part.

Glue spot 
(Red, orange, yellow or light green dot)
Put glue on the reverse side.
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Pot (Navy)



Make the [S] and [M] leaves in the same way as the [L].
Fold the parts in half and glue the halves together at the back, 
then cut away the pink area. Make all the leaves supplied.

Cut away

There are three different sizes of ivy leaves [S, M, L]. 
Make the [L] leaves first. Fold the parts in half and 
glue the halves together at the back, 
then cut away the pink area. Make eight leaves in total.

Do not glue the tip
 or bottom end.

Do not glue the tip 
or bottom end.

Assemble the leaves (S and M)

There are ten        leaves, 
[I-09] ~ [I-18]

There are ten        leaves, 
[I-19] ~ [I-28]

Assemble the stem

Cut away

Cut away

Fold the parts in half and 
glue the halves together at the back, 
then cut away the pink area. 

Assemble [I-31] ~ [I-36], 
using the same method as in step 3. 
Fold the pieces in half and cut them out.

Glue the leaves to the stem

Attach to the stand

Attach [I-29] to the red glue spots 
on the stand.

Assemble the stem

Assemble the leaves (L)

There are eight        leaves, [I-01] ~ [I-08]
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Attach the leaves to each of the stems. 
Refer to the                 markings 
on the [Parts Sheet].

Attach [I-31] ~ [I-36] to the orange glue spots 
on the stand.

Assemble [I-37] ~ [I-41].
Fold the parts in half and glue the halves together 
at the back, then cut away the pink area. 

Assemble the stem

Cut away
Do not glue the tip
or bottom end.

Do not glue the tip.

Do not glue 
the bottom end.

Attach [I-37] ~ [I-41] to the green glue spots 
on the stand.
[I-37] ~ [I-41] have slightly different shapes, 
but it doesn't matter if you mix up their parts.

Glue the leaves to the stem

Glue the leaves to the stemAssemble the stem

Fold the parts in half and glue the halves together 
at the back, then cut away the pink area.
Assemble [I-42] and [I-43] in the same way. Attach leaves to [I-42] ~ [I-44].

Attach to the stand

Attach to the stand
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Attach to the stand

Attach [I-42] ~ [I-44] to the yellow glue spots 
on the stand.

Get your pot (made separately) 
and attach the plant.
Fold up the light blue parts of the stand
(the "wings" at the sides), and insert them 
into the slits on the pot (do not apply glue). 
The wings will unfold inside, 
securing the plant in place.

Complete
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Do not put glue on the light blue area 
at the bottom yet.

Glue down the light blue parts.

Assemble the upper parts

Attach the side parts and 
upper parts together.

Turn the pot upside down.
Push the light blue parts inside 
with your finger.

Complete!

Complete

Assemble the side parts
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*We will use the navy pot as our model.


